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Which of these statements about the delta queue are correct? (Choose two)
 
 
A. The delta queue extraction can be repeated after problems in the data loading process. 
B. Delta intialization of a DataSource is required before the delta queue can be used. 
C. With the replication of delta-enabled DataSources for transaction data, the functions of
the delta queue can be used. 
D. The Delta Queue is the central source for delta data when using a data transfer process. 
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

Which of the following statements about navigation attributes is correct?
 
 
A. You can add navigation attributes to the data model of an InfoCube, without having to
reload the data that is already contained there. 
B. The read mode of the query can be used to compensate for the loss in performance
which arises from the additional read step in the selection using time-dependent navigation
attributes. 
C. The time-dependent navigation attribute Material Group for characteristic Material can
only be activated as a navigation attribute in an InfoCube if Material Group is also assigned
to a dimension of the InfoCube. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

What does the Data Transfer Process (DTP) do? The Data Transfer Process transfers
data: (Choose two)
 
 
A. From source systems to the PSA table of a DataSource.  
B. From the PSA table of a DataSource to InfoProviders such as InfoCubes or DataStore
Objects. 
C. To Open Hub Destinations. 
D. To the BI Accelerator. During this transfer the data will be automatically transformed and
compressed. 
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Answer: B,C

 

 

Why are variables used in queries? (Choose three)
 
 
A. To limit the scope of a report and improve performance. 
B. To improve the reliability of the results. 
C. To limit the scope of a report and make it more targeted to a user or group of users. 
D. To reduce the number of query definitions by having one query satisfy the needs of
many users. 
 

Answer: A,C,D

 

 

Your customer needs a way to make the Integrated Planning more flexible. You have
suggested using variables. Which of the following comments regarding variables are
correct? (Choose three)
 
 
A. They parameterize characteristic values in filters, queries, functions, characteristic
relationships, and data slices.  
B. Variables created in filters can also be used in queries. Therefore, they are shareable
objects, and result in less configuration. 
C. A selling point of variables used in data slices and characteristic relationships is that
they 'pop-up'. This allows the user to make their own derivation or data lock selections. 
D. Users can personalize their variable values and save them as variants. 
 

Answer: A,B,D

 

 

A BEx Analyzer workbook can be based on which of the following? (Choose three)
 
 
A. A Query 
B. A Query view created with the BEx Analyzer 
C. An InfoProvider 
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D. A BEx Report created with the Report Designer 
 

Answer: A,B,C

 

 

DataSources in SAP NetWeaver 7.0 BI: (Choose three)
 
 
A. Can include a PSA table. The PSA table is the persistent inbound layer for all data that
is transferred from the source system to SAP NetWeaver BI for a given DataSource. 
B. Can support preview features allowing you to test the data transfer from the source
system without the need for transformations. 
C. Define the frequency of data transfer and filters to be applied in the transfer of data from
source systems to SAP NetWeaver BI. 
D. Must be connected to InfoSources (using transformations). These InfoSources are then
connected to InfoProviders (using transformations). 
E. Define the Delta Process, the Direct Access and the Real-Time Data Acquisition (RDA)
capabilities for the transfer of business specific data from a source system to SAP
NetWeaver BI. 
 

Answer: A,B,E

 

 

Which definition best describes a "Bookmark"?
 
 
A. A URL which links to a predefined navigation state of a BI Web Application. 
B. A Microsoft Excel VBA link to a predefined navigation state of a BEx Analyzer report. 
C. A pointer used to highlight data by color codes on a BI Web Application. 
D. A pointer used to highlight data by color codes on a BEx Analyzer report. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

In your planning project you have a basic InfoCube containing the actual data and a Real
Time InfoCube containing the plan data. You want to use actual and plan data at the same
time in your Integrated Planning scenario. Which of the following statements are correct? 
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(Choose two)
 
 
A. You can create an aggregation level on the Real Time InfoCube and combine it with the
actual InfoCube in a MultiProvider. On the MultiProvider you can create a planning function
that copies the actual data to the plan InfoCube. 
B. You can include the actual InfoCube and the plan InfoCube in a MultiProvider, create an
aggregation level on the MultiProvider, and create a distribution function that distributes
plan data according to the actual data.  
C. You can create an aggregation level on the Real Time InfoCube and combine it with the
actual InfoCube in a MultiProvider. On the MultiProvider you can create a plan query that
shows actual and plan data.  
D. Since only Real Time InfoCubes can be used in Integrated Planning, you must use a
Data Transfer Process to move your actual data to the Real Time InfoCube. Then you plan
on the Real Time InfoCube. 
 

Answer: B,C

 

 

Valid BI source objects for the BEx Broadcaster include: (Choose three)
 
 
A. Queries 
B. iViews  
C. Workbooks  
D. Value Sets 
E. Reports created with the Report Designer 
 

Answer: A,C,E
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